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PREFACE

 

The taxation of international performing artistes is a small but special
topic in international taxation. Most countries in the world levy a
withholding tax on the performance fees of non-resident artistes, even
when the artistes are self-employed, their fees are business income and
they do not have a permanent establishment. This practice is confirmed in
the OECD Model Tax Convention, which devotes a special clause (Article
17) to artistes (and sportsmen). The reasons for this special tax treatment
will be explained in this thesis. 

The subject has attracted my attention over the years because many
performing artistes and organizers of performances complain about these
divergent tax rules. Artistes experience different tax rules in various
countries and have problems with obtaining a sufficient tax credit in their
residence country. Some artistes, therefore, prefer to agree net
performance fees and pass the tax buck to the organizer of the
performance, who is then confronted with an extra expense that he would
not have to pay for the performance of a resident artiste. Non-resident
artiste taxation is an obstacle to international performances.

The general public became aware of this in 1996 when Michael Jackson
decided not to perform in Germany because of its onerous tax rules. The
concert promoter who could not contract Michael Jackson was later
imprisoned for three years because he tried to get round the German tax
rules for the performances of other non-resident artistes. 

I asked myself what artistes had done to deserve this harsh tax treatment.
Gross performance fees are made taxable, no deductions for expenses are
allowed, and even reimbursement of expenses and free use of hotels and
travel are included in the taxable performance fee. The tax rules for
international performing artistes are totally different from those for
“normal” people or businesses.

The study for this thesis officially started in March 2000. I approached
Professor Maarten J. Ellis with the idea and although this was clearly not
his usual subject he found it an interesting topic for my dissertation. In the
course of my research I have tried to look at the subject from a different
perspective from that usually found in the tax literature. Normally it is the
tax avoidance behaviour of the top stars and the “rent-a-star” constructions
invented by accountants and tax lawyers that attract writers’ attention. But
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these top stars are perhaps no more than 1% of the artiste population; in
contrast, the vast majority of artistes cannot even consider using tax
havens; they live in normal countries, at normal addresses, with their
children at a local school, as good next-door neighbours. Their only
knowledge of tax havens comes from summer holiday brochures. 

This led me to carry out four new surveys: on the use of the special artiste
tax rule in the tax treaties of 46 countries; on the non-resident artiste tax
rules in performance countries; on the amount of (production) expenses
for performing artistes; and on the tax revenue collected by performance
countries. The results of these surveys are published and discussed in this
thesis. Conclusions are drawn and recommendations for change are given.

I intend to study aspects of the taxation of international performing artistes
further and I hope that others will take up the challenge of discussing the
results and supporting the proposals. My aim is to achieve a fairer taxation
of international performing artistes.

I want to acknowledge that this dissertation could not have been completed
without the encouragement and support of many people, some of whom
require special mention here.

First of all, I would like to thank Professor Maarten J. Ellis for being an
encouraging supervisor. Initially he was surprised at my choice of subject,
but with my research results, figures and calculations he became more and
more interested in the problems with Article 17 of the OECD Model, and
possible alternatives. Later, I heard to my pleasant surprise that he had
been advocating in public a change to Article 17. That must have been
convincing for his audience, as his public appearances usually are. Over
the years our discussions have helped me to sharpen my thoughts and have
been a great motivation to continue. This thesis would not have been
possible without his support.

My special thanks go to Dr Harald Grams from Germany. Very often we
have seemed to be inseparable, at conferences, as co-authors for articles,
as defendants before the European Court of Justice, at prize ceremonies,
study weekends and in other places. We have developed this subject
together and he has stimulated me to push through and publish my
personal view on the taxation of international performing artistes. I hope to
combine forces with my good friend for many more years.
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The “muse” for this academic work has been my wife, Dr Moniek de
Maat. She has inspired me to undertake the long journey of this thesis and
has given me the support to continue to the end. She is a medical
researcher and has nothing to do with international tax law, but she has
shown that the academic approach and discussions can be universal. I want
to thank her for all the inspiration.

I would also like to thank Professor Daniel Sandler from Canada for our
discussions, his interesting book from 1995 and the comments he gave on
my draft manuscript. Also thanks to Professor Peter Kavelaars and
Professor Henk van Arendonk, who gave their comments.

I am grateful for the trust of Professor Wim Wijnen of the International
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, who gave me access to the online tax
treaty database of the IBFD for one of the surveys and gave me the
opportunity to publish this book in the Doctoral Series.

Furthermore, many thanks to everyone at All Arts Tax Advisers and our
clients, the organizers and attendants of the International Live Music
Conference, Ben Giezenaar, everyone at Mojo Concerts, the
Concertgebouw, The Alternative and many others who gave me the chance
to gather information for this thesis in practice. Also thanks to Rijkele
Betten for our discussions and his support.

And personally I would like to thank many, many friends for their
understanding and inspiration while I was working on this thesis.

Where this book says “he”, it always includes “she”. The word “artiste” is
both male and female, but any other word that is used in only the male
form is always intended to include the female form.

The views expressed in this book are solely those of the author and do not
purport to represent the views of any other person.

Dick Molenaar
November 2005
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